Family Travel

A River
A young man named
Noah River asks plenty
of questions of his Mom

meets

an ocean

By Miriam Porter
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S

OMEWHERE OVER THE ATLANTIC
nears our destination in the Bahamas, my son Noah looks out
from under his shaggy mop of hair and asks, “How will we
know what stop to get off?”
That’s just one of many questions this very curious 5-year-old
“Will the pilot announce every country?”
“If I open the window, will I fall out?”
died?”
“Why can’t I meet the pilot like you did when you were my
age?”
Too bad that 9/11 ended the ‘visiting the pilot experience,’ and
that my grandfather won’t be waving to us from his cloud as we
-

Noah River sits wrapped in
a towel looking out on the
ocean and the splendour of
one of the beaches he visited
during his trip to the Bahamas with his mother. The
two bonded and enjoyed the
family thrills offered on the
Caribbean playground.

We get to Nassau way past Noah’s bedtime, but I promised
him we’d visit the ocean before he goes to sleep, so I grab his

We build lopsided sandcastles on Cable Beach, play barefoot
soccer on Cabbage Beach and enjoy a scrumptious picnic on

twirls around dozens of shades of blues and greens into aqua
In the bright warm sun, Noah stares in awe at the clear watery

In the months leading up to our Nassau visit, Noah and I dis-

ing was also part of the plan, but one of us was too scared to put
is occupying the shell, we throw it back in the ocean and set it

Noah squeals with delight as he feels the cool, wet tingle on
his toes and stomps with all his might into “the biggest puddle
The next morning, a pillow whizzes past my head — my wake
up call — and Noah is in his bathing suit begging, “Hurry up,

Unfortunately, the conch is at risk — the population is drasti-
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“Hellooooo! Anybody home?” Noah eagerly
speaks to a tiny broken white shell to search for

Most days, I’m content to lazily sip Bahama Mamas on the beach, but there’s always someone trying
boat rides! Good deals over here!” shout vendors as
We aren’t the most adventurous pair, but there’s
cruises, snorkeling, scuba diving, water skiing, glass
bottom boats and visits to many different islands
self, how hard can it be? I’ve been paddle boating

-

But I soon learn that a windy day on a wavy ocean
with a co-captain whose feet don’t reach the pedals
“Faster mommy — faster!” Noah shouts in happy
hysterics as I desperately and unsuccessfully try to

“It’s Franklin!”
Unlike the popular TV character, this turtle isn’t

Young Noah River enjoyed feeding the
turtles and building sandcastles on the
secluded beaches of the Bahamas but still
found time to have some fun with Mom.

“Franklin” lives in a protected Bahamian mangrove,
There are many protected areas of the Bahamas
large area of shallow water resembles a swamp and
protects the sea turtles as well as the trees and other
sized pieces of bread and soon we’re surrounded
by dozens of turtles and ducks all vying for Noah’s
Noah and I are proud to share our lunch with
upscale restaurants, luxury resorts and casinos that
If you want to splurge, dine at Dune at The One
and Only Ocean Club, where the patios overlook
chef comes out to ensure she has properly prepared
his special vegan meal — pasta and fresh vegWe leave Nassau with a bucket full of shells and
travelling buddy to get on the plane home is to
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Information about the Bahamas
Flying time to Nassau is three hours from Toronto.
The Bahamas is made up of 700 islands; has the third largest barrier reef in the
world; and is known for it’s beautiful snorkeling.
Visitors to Nassau can choose to stay in all-inclusive resorts, hotels, cottages, villas,
short-term rentals, or boutique bed and breakfasts.
There are plenty of water tours available to suit individual needs and ages; many will
pick you up from your hotel for added convenience.
Nassau’s land adventures include the botanical gardens, the famous straw market
on Bay Street, the Water Tower, the Caves, and the Pirates of Nassau
Other ways to get around the island: taxis, water taxis, ferries, jitneys (small buses
that run through the island), some hotels offer free shuttles to The Ocean Club and
Golf course; the Cable Beach Casino Shuttle is free and goes past hotels on Cable
Beach
For more information on the Bahamas, go to www.bahamas.com

